NEW YEAR GREETINGS

E2C Europe wishes you the best for this new year

"To all of you, I wish you a very happy new year. May 2022 be healthy and successful as well for each and all of you.

The European Association of Second Chance Schools, E2C Europe, is involved in a development program, supported by the European Union, thanks to the S2CENE project which provides significant funding.

Switching from greetings to projects, I will say a few words about the significance for Europe of Second-Chance Education, then about networks, and finally about the process of strengthening."

MICHEL HAUDRY
PRESIDENT OF E2C EUROPE

Read the whole letter
YOUTH EVENT

On the 17th of December 2022, Céline Maillot the manager of E2C Europe visited E2C Grand Amiénois (Amiens, France) to present E2C Europe.

In addition to this presentation, it was the opportunity to talk about S2CENE project to E2C Grand Amiénois but also to 11 teachers coming from several Italian vocational institutes.

These teachers were in France for an Erasmus + project and Mrs Bette from Welcoma in Amiens was their guide.

SCENE PROJECT

Here we are! The Youth Event 2021 is on the social media. Despite health conditions E2C Europe wanted to continuing the event and keep the party going on!

This year the theme was broad to allow everyone to share a moment of joy between students and teachers.

We are happy to have 7 participants from 4 different countries: Portugal, Spain, France and Denmark.

Follow us on YouTube

Read the whole article
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UPDATE S2CENE

CHARTER
For the past two years, E2C Europe has been working on the development of a charter of fundamental principles. The purpose of this charter is to guarantee the voluntary commitment of the members. It affirms the values and foundations of the European network of second chance schools.

Reading the fundamental principles charter

UPDATE S2CENE

In November we were departing from Sofia after meeting for the first time in presence, after almost one year of working together in S2CENE project.

Besides the predicted transnational meeting, we had our Workshop of Staff where we could dedicate time both to coming back to a common ground vision around Second Chance Education and to the reflection about our Accreditation Models references and principles...

Read the whole article